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ESSEX ROAD 
 

Eight commissioned films 
by 

SUKI CHAN | GEORGE EKSTS 
TONY GRISONI | ANDREW KÖTTING 
ANNA LUCAS | EMILY RICHARDSON 

FRANCES SCOTT | PENNY WOOLCOCK 
  

Screening in Tintype's window 
18 December – 17 January 

TINTYPE 
107 Essex Road London N1 2SL 

from dusk to 11pm 
 
 

8 artists. 8 silent films. 8 diversions off the north-south Essex Road scar, 
 along serpentine paths through ritual, memory and humour.  

 
As Stephen King says: "I guess when you turn off the main road,  

you have to be prepared to see some funny houses." 
  
 
In SUKI CHAN’s Obscura an inverted image of Essex Road floods the interior space of 
the gallery, projecting onto the walls, ceiling and floor. Filmed from sunrise to sunset using 
a camera obscura and timelapse, Obscura juxtaposes the internal space of the gallery with 
the external environment of the street outside. 
 
GEORGE EKSTS’s Essex Boulevard is a nocturnal, futuristic journey down a street which 
both is and isn’t Essex Road. The shop names are the same and in the same order but 
the signs are re-designed. Eksts creates a parallel reality, a digitally animated, sci-fi Essex 
Road. 
 
Interior, night. An empty gallery. A woman sits at a desk. There is a small table lamp. She 
is very still. TONY GRISONI's paradoxical loop Bootstrapped featuring Anamaria Marinca, 
turns Tintype’s gallery space into a film set where cinematic convention eats its own tale.   
 
ANDREW KÖTTING’s Buoyed By The Irrelevance Of Their Own Significance pays tribute to 
the startling incongruity of stuffed animals glimpsed on journeys up and down the Essex 
Road, “buoys of poetic improbability bobbing up and down in a sea of city-life normality.” 
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ANNA LUCAS’s film Opi 21, oopsy daisy, tiger lily is inspired by the gallery¹s location 
between a beauty salon and a taxidermy shop and a number of conversations with 
residents along the Essex Road. This flickering film of still images creates connections 
between tropical fish, fur and fingernails. 
 
EMILY RICHARDSON’s Assemblage was filmed in the Criterion Auction Rooms on 
Essex Road. Richardson was struck by the temporary tableaus of objects, furniture and 
artworks. She has worked the footage into mesmerising repeating patterns and 
kaleidoscopic designs; decorative elements that reference the materials of which they are 
made, wood, leather, glass, woven fabrics. 
 
FRANCES SCOTT’s Apex: in a darkroom a 35mm negative is enlarged and printed. The 
image is a kind of hieroglyph, from which the Essex Road might be deciphered. The film 
looks to motifs found within the 1930s Egyptian revival architecture of the old Carlton 
Cinema, and draws in other sites such as a funeral directors, and a dispensing-pharmacy 
that offers photographic film-processing services. 
 
PENNY WOOLCOCK “I am interested in the objects and the people we discard. The 
things we ignore and consider worthless can be very beautiful when you look at them 
properly. I decided to cast bits of rubbish as the main characters in a road movie and 
chose a broken Styrofoam container, a plain blue plastic bag and a pink one with a star 
on it. The film is called Road Movie.” 
 
 
 
ABOUT THE ARTISTS 

SUKI CHAN's films such as Interval II, Sleep Walk Sleep Talk and Still Point are notable for 
their dreamlike aesthetic. Shifting between the micro and the macro, she draws the 
viewer into a cinematic 'elsewhere'. 

In his ongoing series of Endless Videos, GEORGE EKSTS posits an alternative form of time 
and challenges the idea that film is necessarily linear. 

TONY GRISONI is a Bafta winning screenwriter whose credits include In This World, Fear 
& Loathing in Las Vegas, Red Riding and Southcliffe. He has also made films with Brian 
Catling, and Oona Grimes. 

ANDREW KÖTTING is well-known for his poetic-documentaries such as Gallivant, This 
Filthy Earth and Swandown. His most recent work By Our Selves was made in collaboration 
with the writer Iain Sinclair. 

ANNA LUCAS's practice engages and develops from observations of social networks 
and individuals in response to specific geographic and architectural locations. 

EMILY RICHARDSON's work offers a distinctive signature vision of under-examined 
zones in urban and rural landscapes. 
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FRANCES SCOTT's practice explores the ways in which experiences are transmitted 
between people, places and things and takes the form of moving image, performance and 
events.  

PENNY WOOLCOCK is one the UK most original documentary directors, recently 
taking on tough subjects like dog-fighting in Going to the Dogs and gang-warfare in One 
Mile Away. 

 
 
We are very grateful to Arts Council England and Islington’s Local Initiatives Fund for 
their support of this project. 
 

 
 

 
	  


